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Muscle Memory and Laughter
by Walter Ness

Art-Mind-Body Physics

It was a story about Michael Jordan where I first heard
the concept of muscle memory. A trainer told Michael
that the new muscles he was building by weightlifting
did not have the memory to shoot hoops and because
of this his scoring accuracy would suffer. Michael
found out that what the trainer said was in fact true and
that the new muscle had to be educated through
repetition.

* Haven’t the foggiest idea is an idea without a fog.
* Every litter bit helps the person who needs a job
pickup up litter. * Good fortune follows those that
are looking for it. * You have to stop to catch up to
yourself. * The early bird has to eat worms. * A

It doesn’t take much to conclude that the laughter
exercises shift you to that part of the brain that allows
you to laugh, and if you disconnect by moving to
another brain part for a more rational function you will
lose your laughter ability.

handshake is a joint experience between minds that
have no better way of communicating. * Thinking
and feeling is a meeting of two minds. * You’re
proof a mother knows how to deliver a miracle. * A
father shows his love best by spending his hardearned free time on you. * If the shoe fits Mother
Goose will move her whole family in. * A shoe
repairperson knows how to heel your shoes. *
Kissing smacks of intimacy. * Wake me up only if
you have proof if I’m asleep. * A mirror is a good
reflection of what you have to face. * My Tooth
Fairy offers stock options. * I believe in seconds
that give you another chance. * I have two eyes, two
ears, two brains, two arms, two legs and two seconds
to brush my teeth and go to bed. * The sun goes up,
the sun goes down, proves you can have sunny mood
swings. * Gratitude is the easiest way to take
inventory of your life. * I’m too small to carry all
my parents’ ambitions. * Free-running kids are as
healthy as free-running chickens. * A good yoga
instructor will help you stretch your imagination. *
Fables are subtle instructions on how to deal with
the facts of life.

When someone says, “I love to laugh!” this can mean
that they have an easy access to that part of the brain
that allows an easy access to laughter. The laughter
clubs are about stimulating the laughter-to-brain
connection through exercises, which is another way of
saying, repetition.

A stranger is a friend you haven’t met. We pass
each other waiting for someone to introduce us. The
Theosophical Society, 21 Maple Street, Arlington,
MA offers a place where a variety of thoughts and
views are presented as lectures or workshops.

Isn’t it the brain and not the body that holds muscle
memory? Daily we are receiving scientific reports of
how different parts of the brain control different
functions. It’s safe to come to the theory that the part
of the brain that interacts with muscles is responsible
for muscle memory.
When you do micro movements, those are small
movements controlled by a select muscle group, you can
feel the part of the body you are causing movement in come
alive. You can feel how the muscles seem to communicate
with the brain for greater awareness of movement.
In the traveling laughter club it becomes very noticeable that
people find it easier and easier to laugh after every exercise.
Just as quickly individual participants can lose the
connection to the ability to laugh by becoming, for better
words, judgmental.

There is a simple philosophy in laughter clubs that
teaches you to develop the brain-to-laughter
connection, “Fake it till you make it.” If you pretend
to laugh, that automatically connects the laughter
muscles to the appropriate brain connections. Each
new time you start to laugh the laughter becomes more
and more natural till one day it’s all natural laughter.

The Traveling Laughter Club
will be at the Theosophical Society
see website for dates.
www.tsboston.org

I play with my food because
my school can’t afford art supplies.

For more information about muscle memory go to the
Howard Hughes Medical Research website
www.hhmi.org/cgi-bin/askascientist/
highlight.pl?kw=&file=answers%2Fstructure%2Fans_015.html
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